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In this paper we present a formalization of the specialization process of  organisms 
as given by N. Rashevsky. Th is  is done by means of gluing construct ions of  graphs 
and then we formalize the evolution of organisms by successive specialization using 
the concepts of  graph grammars.  In fact, this is an extension to higher dimensions of 
developmental processes as described by L-systems and the development of radial 
patterns. The  gluing construction for graphs and the algebraically formulated theory 
of graph grammars are developed in detail for the special case of unlabeled graphs in 
Sections 2 and 4, which can be read separately. In the other three sections the theory 
is applied to processes of  specialization and evolution in biology and several i l lustrating 
examples are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
The specialization process of organisms i described by Rashevsky [7] as a derivation 
of graphs from a given primordial to a rather complicated specialized graph using 
a number of verbally formulated rules. In fact, the transformation rules can be stated 
in terms of gluing constructions of graphs yielding an algorithm how to construct 
from a given primordial the rather complicated specialized graph. Extending 
Rashevsky's ideas to a more general evel, we consider an evolutionary process of 
organisms by repeatedly applying the specialization transformation. The theory 
of graph grammars eems appropriate to formalize this evolutionary process taking 
as productions the specialized graphs, given by the specialization algorithm applied 
to a number of primordial graphs. 
Biologically interesting problems are to determine the properties of this evolu- 
tionary process, to establish relationships between the primordial graph from which 
the evolution starts and its derived graph after a number of specialization steps, 
to apply the evolution process to a partial graph of the primordial or a simplified 
primordial, and to determine the primordial from a given derived graph. With the 
formalizations of graph constructions and derivations it seems possible to reduce 
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these biological problems to corresponding ones in the theory of formal grammars. 
For example, the problem of determining the primordial from a given derived graph 
is just a recognition problem. More precisely, in our paper we present he following: 
1. We introduce the biological ideas of specialization and give an example of 
2-fold specialization due to Rashevsky (cf. [7]). 
2. Basic notions are developed enabling us to define the gluing of two graphs 
by a special construction, known as pushout construction i category theory (cf. [5]), 
and, more general, the gluing of an arbitrary number of graphs by the construction 
known as cofibre product in category theory. 
3. The specialization transformation verbally given in [7] is formalized by an 
algorithm using the gluing constructions defined in Section 2 and some properties 
of this transformation are discussed. 
4. We introduce the theory of graph grammars in order to familiarize the reader 
with this relatively new theory for the more transparent case of unlabeled graphs 
since we will not use labeled graphs even though later they should be useful taking 
into account additional biological structure. The general theory can be found in the 
SWAT paper [2] and an extension to partially labeled graphs in a paper by Rosen [8]. 
The construction of derivations for subgraphs and homomorphic mages, biologically 
motivated in [7], was already solved for subgraphs in [2] and is given here for both 
subgraphs and homomorphic mages. 
5. The graph grammar concept is applied to the evolution of organisms defining 
the productions by the specialization algorithm. As an example we twice apply the 
specialization transformation to the example of 2-fold specialization. The paper is 
concluded with a discussion of the possibilities of further development and of applica- 
tion of the concepts derived. 
Finally let us emphasize that our paper is based essentially on [7] as far as biological 
constructions, motivation, and terminology are concerned. Especially, we do not want 
to change the specialization process given in [7] although this might be worthwhile 
in some cases. But the aim of the paper is to give a mathematical formalization of 
these constructions using pushouts and cofibre products of graphs and to extend 
the specialization process already given in [3], to the evolution of organisms, 
which is possible using the theory of graph grammars. 
1. SPECIALIZATION OF ORGANISMS 
As one of several ways of formally representing organisms, Rashevsky suggested 
the use of graphs. In his approach [7], vertices correspond to biological functions 
and edges to relations between the functions (i.e., the function corresponding to the 
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target of an edge follows the function corresponding to the source). Since at present 
it is still impossible to give a presentation of any real organism because of its com- 
plexity we must limit ourselves to studying more or less plausible hypothetical graphs. 
The theories we employ allow the use of labeled graphs, which should be useful 
for taking into account additional biological structure, but for simplicity we only 
consider unlabeled graphs. 
As an illustration, consider a very simple organism (cf. [7, p. 346]). After coming 
into contact with food (vertex C), it can ingest (vertex I) and digest (vertex D) and 
then absorb (vertex A) it and there are edges from C to / ,  I to D, and D to A. The 
absorbed food is utilized for the synthesis of the body of the organism (vertex Sb) 
resulting, among other things, in the synthesis of digestive enzymes (vertex Des), 
which are secreted into the digestive vacuole (vertex Sae), where they come into 
contact with the ingested food and digestion (D) results. More precisely, action D 
can start after both actions I and Sa~ (possibly in a previous cycle) have started. 
In this way we obtain a graph which is in fact a subgraph of the graph of an organism 
given by Rashevsky. 
C ~-- I 
I b 
--0 .~ . . . .  sde ~ 
Des 
In the course of evolution one can observe a growing complexity of organisms 
which proceeded through differentiation f tissues and specialization. Imagine having 
an aggregate of identical cells (cf. [7, p. 349]) a biological property, f i ,  originally 
possessed by all cells, is lost by some of them and retained by others. These other 
cells are said to have specialized in the property fi 9 At the same time the cells which 
lost property fi specialize in another biological property fk, which in turn becomes 
lost in those cells which specialize in f i .  Instead of our colony of identical cells, 
we now have an organism with two different classes of cells and, since each class 
depends upon the other for the output of the biological properties it lost, richer 
structure (i.e., i ff i  is a biochemical reaction, the reaction product must be provided 
to all cells, which requires ome transport process). Thus, the problem is how to 
derive the graph of this organism from the original graph representing the identical 
cells of the colony. These basic ideas are summarized by Rashevsky in his Principle 
of Biotopological Mapping (cf. [7, p. 349]): "There exists one, or very few, primordial 
organisms, characterized bytheir graphs; the graphs of all other organisms are obtained 
from this primordial graph or graphs by a transformation, which contains one or 
more parameters. Different organisms correspond to different values of those 
parameters." Since successive specialization occurs in evolution we will consider 
iterated applications of the specialization transformation i Section 5. 
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EXAMPLE 1.1. Let us now consider an illustrative, thus extremely simplified, 
example for 2-fold specialization and its transformation f primordial organisms due 
to Rashevsky [7]. Let the primordial organism be represented by the primordial 
graph P as given in Fig. 1. Suppose functions f2 and f~, corresponding to vertices 
2 and 5 of P, are to be specialized. This process can be divided into two major steps: 
3 4 
2 1 
FIGURE 1 
(i) Starting with two distinct primordials P1 and Pz equal to P, representing 
two groups gl and g2 of identical primordial organisms, Rashevsky proposes that 
one group, say gl, take over functionf~ for both groups while g2 takes over f5. Thus, 
since the output off2 has to be delivered fromg 1tog 2 , vertex 2 of Px must be connected 
to P2 in the same way it is connected to its own graph P1, and, analogously, for vertex 5 
of P2. Because the groups eventually become incapable of performing functions 
taken over by other groups, vertex 5 with all its edges is eliminated from P1, and 
vertex 2 from P~. 
Mathematically, this is simply an identification of the specializable points which 
can be constructed by means of a gluing construction, using the notion of pushout 
of graphs which will be defined in the next section. The graph G resulting from this 
construction is given in Fig. 2 (cf. 2.1). 
3 
FmuaE 2 
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(ii) In addition, Rashevsky assumes that one subsidiary function is acquired 
by each specialized one, represented by a vertex which is to be connected to the 
graph G in the same way its corresponding specialized vertex is connected to it, 
and to its specialized vertex by an edge such that the source is the specialized vertex. 
However, any cell, even in an organism where many functions have been taken over 
by specialized cells, has to retain some basic functions which cannot be provided 
by other cells. Let these functions be called residual functions. In the primordial 
graph the corresponding vertices are not specializable and the full subgraph of the 
primordial graph generated by these vertices is called the residual graph. In our 
example it is the graph R in Fig. 3. Following Rashevsky we have to assume that 
the subsidiary functions to be added are each performed by an additional cell type, 
thus each subsidiary vertex must be connected to a residual graph. We assume that 
this is done in the same way its corresponding specialized vertex is connected to the 
residual graph, hence for the subsidiary vertex of vertex 2 we have R 2 as in Fig. 3 
and for the subsidiary vertex of vertex 5, R 5 as in Fig. 3. 
4 3 4 
2 - 1 
'~ 4 
>5I 
1 3 2 
FIG. 3. Upper row: R, R2 ; lower row: R5, H. 
We now formalize the construction by considering each specialized vertex 
separately. Taking vertex 2 first, we take an edge (which is to run between its 
specialized and its subsidiary vertex) and glue its target o vertex 2 of R2, obtaining 
the graph H in Fig. 3. Then we glue together two copies of G in all vertices and 
edges except vertex 2 and adjacent edges. Thus we added to G the subsidiary vertex 
and its edges (except the one from its specialized vertex 2) yielding a graph H'  as 
given by the solid edges in Fig. 4. It remains to combine H and H '  by gluing vertices 
v and 2 of H to vertices 2 and 2 of H',  respectively. In this way we get a graph G' 
as given by the solid and dotted edges in Fig. 4. Repeating the process for vertex 5 
we obtain the specialized graph G" of P as given in Fig. 4. 
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FIG. 4. G'; solid edges: H';  solid and dotted edges: G'. 
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2. GLUING CONSTRUCTIONS FOR GRAPHS 
In this section we develop the formal notions needed for the gluing construction 
of graphs. After an introductory example we formally define graphs and graph 
homomorphisms. We first perform a gluing construction for sets and prove universal 
properties of it which are used to extend the set gluing construction to graphs and 
to prove that the gluing construction for graphs is characterized by the same universal 
properties. On the basis of the universal characterization the definition of the gluing 
of both sets and graphs is given which corresponds tothe notion of pushout in category 
theory and a few consequences of the definition are derived, culminating in the proof 
of associativity of the gluing construction. We proceed to define the gluing of an 
arbitrary number of graphs, the construction known as cofibre product in category 
theory. This section is closed with an example of the gluing of three graphs. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let P be as in Fig. 1 of Section I, D 2 the graph of two discrete 
nodes, p: D 2 --~ P the graph morphism mapping the two vertices of D 2 on vertices 2 
and 5 of P, respectively. Then the "pushout graph" G in the diagram of Fig. 5 is 
obtained as follows. Simply glue together the two copies of P in the vertices pecified 
by the graph morphism p, which are vertices 2 and 5 of P. Note that this is just 
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5 ~ 4"  
/ 
FICURE 5 
the gluing construction eeded in step (i) of Example 1.1. In a more general case 
we can glue together different graphs in vertices and edges where graph morphisms 
specify gluing vertices and gluing edges of the graphs which are to be glued together. 
After this introductory example we now proceed to give the formal definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A directed graph G consists of a set of vertices (or nodes) Gv,  
a set of edges GE together with two maps s: GE --* Gv and t: GE --* Gv (source and 
target, respectively): 
8 
G = Ge -~ Gv .  
t 
A homomorphism (or morphism) of graphs f: G ~ G' with G' = Ge' :z~; Gv' is a 
pair f = (fe , fv)  of maps fE: GE --* GE' and fv: Gv --* Gv' with fv  ~ s = s' ~ 
and fv  o t = t' "re (see diagram below). A graph morphism f = (fE , f  v) is injective 
if fE and fv  are injective mappings. An isomorphism of graphs f: G -+ G' is exactly 
a graph morphism f = (fE , fv)  with bijective components. 
$ 
G:G E t G v 
G~: GE t' 
Since we will perform the gluing construction for graphs separately for the sets 
of edges and vertices which, put together, yield the desired gluing of graphs, we 
develop the gluing construction first for sets and later extend it to graphs. 
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2.3. Construction of the Gluing of Sets 
We want to glue together two sets B and D by gluing certain elements of B to 
certain elements of D. Thus we must find a formal way to specify all those pairs 
of elements of B and D which are to be glued together. A natural way to do this 
is by means of two mappings p and d from an auxiliary set K into B and D. For 
each k 9 K the elements p(k) 9 B and d(k) e D are to be glued together. Thus, the 
gluing of B and D along K via p and d consists of a set D I lK B, G for short, and 
a pair of mappings ~: D ~ G and d: B ~ G which are obtained as follows. G :=  
D I lK B is the disjoint union of D and B, D to B, factorized by the equivalence 
relation R generated by the set R of all pairs (p(k), d(k)) for all k 9 K; thus 
D I_IA: B :=  D tO B/R. 
The mappings j~ and d are defined by 
~: - - - -~o in ,  d : :  ~roio, 
where iB: B --~ D to B and io: D --. D to B are the inclusions and ~r: D to B --* 
D to B/R is the natural map of the equivalence relation R. The situation is depicted 
in the diagram of Fig. 6. The algorithmic aspects of the gluing construction for the 
finite case are discussed in [8]. 
p 
K ~-B 
d oOa &' 
DO B/P, 
FIGURE 6 
In the following we give a universal characterization f the set gluing construction, 
allowing the avoidance of the explicit use of R, which is usually very complicated. 
In addition, we will see that this characterization also holds for the gluing construction 
of graphs. 
LEMMA 2.4. 
we have 
(i) 
(ii) 
Let G, d, [~ be the gluing of sets B and D along K via p and d. Then 
dop =~od.  
For all sets X and maps 
gl: D --. X, g2: B --+ X 
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with gl ~ d = g2 o p, there is a unique map g: G --+ X satisfying 
g o [~ = gl and g o d = g2. 
(iii) I f  d or p is injective so is d or [~, respectively. 
The diagram of Fig. 7 shows the situation. 
P 
K ~,, B 
5 
FIGURE 7 
Remark. The gluing construction is characterized up to isomorphism by conditions 
(i) and (ii) and a construction with these universal properties is called pushout in 
category theory (cf. [1, 5]). For a proof of the lemma we refer to [1] because we have, 
by [1, 3.26 and 3.39], that the pushout of sets is given by the gluing construction 
and condition (iii) can be derived elementwise from the definition of _R in 2.3. 
It is now shown that performing the set gluing construction for the sets of edges 
and sets of vertices of graphs we obtain the desired gluing construction of graphs 
characterized by the same universal properties as the set gluing construction. 
2.5. Construction of the Gluing of Graphs 
8 B 8 D We want to glue together the graphs B = B E =~ts B v and D = D E =~to Dv .  
8K We now take an auxiliary graph K = K e zz~tK K v and graph morphisms p = 
( PE , PV): K --+ B and d = (dE, dv): K -~ D, where Pe and de specify the edges to be 
glued together and Pv and d v specify the vertices to be glued together. 
The gluing of graphs B and D along K via p and d, G = D ]_[K B, is constructed 
in the following manner (cf. 2.3): 
Ge = D~ L [xeBE , Gv = Dv  L I tcvBv .  
The source function of G, sa is derived from the diagram in Fig. 8, where 
dv o sB o PE =/~v~ s .o  dE, 
and thus we can use the universal properties of the set gluing construction (1) in 
the diagram of Fig. 8 with 
X :=  Gv,  gl :=  i/~v ~ SD , g2 = dv o s B 
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PE 
K E ~ B E 
E S B S K 
?E 
DE , )~.__ n 
(z) \\ ]'dv 
\ 
~v ~' 
D v a,,.'- G v 
F IOURE 8 
to obtain a unique map g: Ge --+ Gv which is the source function sa := g: Ge -+ Gv 
of G. Replacing everywhere in the diagram source functions by target functions we 
construct he target function ta: GE-+ Gv in the same manner. Because of the 
construction of sc and ta, # and d become graph morphisms. 
LEMMA 2.6. Lemma 2.4 remains true if sets and maps are replaced by graphs and 
graph morphisms, respectively. 
The proof of this lemma is an easy consequence of2.4. and 2.5. 
According to Remark 2.4, this universal characterization leads to the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A diagram of graphs and graph morphisms in Fig. 9 is called 
pushout diagram, denoted by p.o. in the center of the diagram, and G together with 
d and # pushout of d and p, written G = D IlK B, if 
dop =~od 
and for all graphs X and graph morphisms 
gl: D -+ X, g2: B -+ X 
P 
K ~B 
~1 p, ~~ 1 ~ 
O ~-G 
FIGURE 9 
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with gl ~ d = ge o p, there is a unique graph morphism g: G -+ X satisfying 
g~ ~=gl ,  g ~ 
It should be pointed out that 2.5 and 2.6 immediately follow from the fact that 
graphs and graph morphisms are a diagram category over the category of sets. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let G together with d and ~ be the pushout of d and p. I f  G' is any 
other graph having the universal properties of the pushout hen G and G' are isomorphic, 
written G ~ G'. 
The proof is an easy consequence of Definition 2.7 applied to G and G' (el. [1, 5]). | 
Remark 2.9. Using 2.8 we will say that the pushout always means pushout up 
to isomorphism. A canonical construction of the pushout is given by the gluing 
construction i  2.5 which, in connection with 2.3, leads to an algorithmic description 
of the pushout. But in the following it is much more convenient to use the universal 
definition, 2.7. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let (1) and (2) in Fig. 10 be puskout diagrams. Then G' together 
with [/o D and d' is the pushout of p' ~ p and d, and D I_Iic B' ~ G'. 
p p' 
K ~B ~ B ~ 
d (1) d t2) 
/ | I ~ \g2  
..... g ~--.g' ~ 
FIGURE 10 
Proof. Let X be any graph and gl: D -~ X and g~: B' --~ X be graph morphisms 
with ga ~ d = g2 ~ ~ Then, because (1) is a pushout diagram, there is a unique 
g: G --~ X with g o/3 = gl and g o a~ = gz o p'. This last equation, however, allows 
us to use the pushout properties of (2) to obtain a unique g': G' ~ X withg' ~ = g 
and g' o a 7' = g2 9 From the construction ofg and g' we immediately get g' o i~' o ~ = gl 
and g' o d' = g2 and the uniqueness of g' with respect to these equations follows 
from the uniqueness of g and g' with respect to the pushouts (1) and (2). Hence 
G' together with d'  and ~' o ~ has the universal properties of the pushout of d and 
p'  op; thus D I_Ix B' ~ G' by 2.8. | 
The converse of this lemma is also true, provided that (1) is a pushout. 
In analogy to the concatenation of strings the gluing construction of graphs is 
associative: 
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THEOREM 2.11. Consider Fig. 11, where (1), (2), (3) are pushout diagrams. Then 
(G, LIK G~) IlK" G~ ~ G1 IA,~ (c~ IlK, G~). 
K K' 
G~__ (1) G 2 (21 G5 
\ 
F IGURE 11 
Proof. By assumption we have G 1 I__[x G2 = G4 and G2 HK' Gz = G 5. However, 
from Lemma 2.10 it is known that 
(G1 I_Ix as) [_Ix' G3 = G, I_IK' G3 ~ G ~ G, I_Ix G5 = G1 I_[K (a2 I_IK" Gz). | 
In order to define the gluing of several graphs we replace the morphisms p: K ---- B 
and d: K ~ D by an arbitrary family of morphisms [f,: K ~ A i ] ia  I . This generalized 
gluing construction will be defined by its universal characterization given by the 
notion of cofibre product in category theory (cf. [1, 5]). 
DEFINITION 2.12. Let [fi: K -,- A,]i~l be an arbitrary family of graph morphisms. 
Then a graph P together with the family [ui: Ai -~ P],~1 is called cofibre product of 
[fi: K---~ A,]i~t if, for all i, j 6 I ,  
u i of, : u~ ofj 
and, for any graph X and a family of graph morphisms [ai: A i --~ X]i~1 with 
a, o f ,  = aj ~  
for all i , j  E I (cf. Fig. 12 with c.f. for cofibre product), there exists a unique graph 
morphism g: P -~ X such that g o ui = a, for all i ~ I. If we take K to be the empty 
K . ,  - . . . . . . .  x 
F IGURE 12  
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graph there are no vertices or edges in which the graphs are to be glued together. 
In this case the cofibre product is called coproduct, denoted by 
[I Ai or  A1 I_[ A2 for I ---- {1,2} 
i~ l  
and is simply the disjoint union of the A i . 
Remarks. In analogy to 2.4(iii), injectivity of all the f~ in Fig. 12 implies that 
of all ui (i c I ) .  The cofibre product of graphs is constructed componentwise for the 
sets of edges and vertices by gluing together the graphs A i in the edges and vertices 
specified by the mappings f i .  Note that the pushout construction is a specialization 
of this construction to two graphs. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. Consider the family of graphs shown below and let K = D 2 and 
[fi: K--~ A~]i=1,2, 3 with f l  mapping the two vertices of K on vertices l l  and 12 of 
A1, f2 on vertex 22 of d 2 and f3 on vertices 33 and 34 of A 3 , respectively. 
e l
A1 1 12 
2 
e I 
A2= ~i ~-" 22 
4 3 
3 / A3:e2 ~176 33 ~ 34 
31 ~ 
Then the cofibre product G is the graph in Fig. 13. 
~ j  
~ C  22-|1-12-33-34 
e 2 
/. \ 
32 e~ 31 
FIGURE 13 
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3. APPLICATION TO THE SPECIALIZATION OF ORGANISMS 
In this section we develop an algorithm for the transformation rules of the general 
specialization process verbally described by Rashevsky (of. [7]). We then prove a 
conjecture about the embedding of the primordial graph into the derived one. 
Motivating the general specialization process we consider that, in an organism, 
there are a number of tissues each specialized in several functions at once. Thus 
Rashevsky formulated derivation rules for the following specialization process. 
Given a primordial graph P with a total number of N vertices, n of its N vertices 
are to be specialized in m groups of n~ functions each (i.e., m tissues). We have 
~z 
~i=1 ni z n. Furthermore, we assume that each group gi receives n - -  ni subsidiary 
functions, which are arbitrarily distributed among the n~ specializable functions of 
group gi ; i.e., each specializable function s of group gi receives ps subsidiary functions 
with the condition ~g,  Ps ~- n - -n i .  For some s ugl we allow p~ = 0. 
In formalizing this process we have to consider each specializable function separately 
(because of the variation in number of subsidiary functions), arriving at an algorithm 
which uses pushouts and cofibre products of graphs. 
3.1. Notation and Parameters of the Algorithm 
Dn: discrete graph of n vertices numbered 1 "'" n, 
Gv: discrete graph consisting of the vertices of a given graph G. 
Parameters. 
(i) The primordial graph P, 
(ii) The number n of specializable points of P, 
(iii) An injective graph morphism sp: Dn--+ P assigning to each j~  Dn the 
speeializable vertex sj :=  sp(j) ~ P for j = 1, 2 ..... n, 
(iv) The number m of groups in which the n functions of P are to be specialized, 
(v) The numberspsj , ~ 1, 2 ..... n of subsidiary functions of each specializable 
function sj of P. 
The numbers n~, i ~ 1, 2,..., m are not used explicitly since we consider the 
specializable vertices independently of their group, but the conditions Y~i=l n/ ~- n 
and ~8~ip  ~ = n -  n~ imply ~J=l ...... Psi = n(m-  1). (Cf. [7] for more details 
and motivation.) 
3.2. Specialization Algorithm 
In the following we write down the main steps of the algorithm immediately 
followed by explanations of each step. By the symbols c.f. and p.s. we mean the cofibre 
product and pushout construction which are given in 2.12 and 2.7, respectively. 
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BEGIN 
We start with the parameters given in 3.1. 
~ \\ c. f .  G 
(1) In the first step m primordials P are glued together in their specializable 
vertices. G is obtained as the cofibre product of the family 
[spi: D,~ --~ Pi]i=l . . . . . . .  where Pi  = P and spi -~ sp for all i ~ 1 ..... m. 
k :=n 
(2) k is a counter for the specializable points. 
k g :---- spi o spi: D~ --~ G 
(3) g assigns to each k ~ D n the corresponding specializable point in G. 
sp i ,  spi are defined in step (1). 
@ 
Begin of a loop where we have to consider each specializable vertex of P 
separately. 
~ --yes---~ END 
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no [ (4) k is the number of the specializable point just in consideration. In
the case k = 0 the algorithm ends. 
s := sp(k) 
(5) specializable point s = sp(k). We consider the 
full subgraph of P with vertices Pv -- {sp(1) : 1 ~ k}--]! R~:= 
I 
(6) R., is the residual graph of P together with the specializable point 
sp(k) and corresponding edges. 
p~ + 1 vertices 
q 
# 
]_I R , - -  ,H  
3=1 
1 
(7) q is the incIusion mapping the vertices of D~, on the last Ps vertices 
of the chain of length p, -? 1. p(i) is the vertex s in the ith factor of 
the coproduct. H is the pushout of the diagram; it is a chain of length 
p~ + 1 where, for each vertex 2, 3 ..... p~ + 1, Rs is glued to this vertex 
with vertex sp(k). 
G := full subgraph of G generated by the vertices Gv -- {g(k)} 
: Dk-1 ~ G is defined by ~(1) := g(1) for 1 ~ 1,..., k -- 1 
l (8) Auxiliary constructions for steps (9) and (12). 
Gi ~Tn,  
G c.f. ""x 
Cj " 
H, 
5711~I12-6 
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[ 
l 
(9) The graph H' is the graph G where the point g(k) with all its edges 
to and from other vertices of G appears p~ + 1 times. H' is obtained as 
the cofibre product of the family [ini: G---~ Gi ] i=  1 . . . . .  ~8+1 where 
in i ~ in: G --~ G is the inclusion and Gi -~ G for all i = 1 ..... Ps + 1. 
j~ of step (7) and q' assigning the vertices of D~,+I to the vertices of 
the chain in step (7). 
f: D~,+I -+ H' defined byf(i)  := in~;i o g(k) 
/3 o q': D~,+I -* H 
l (10) Construction of maps needed in step (ll) with the ~nn t of step (9), 
f 
D~s+l * H' 
~oq'~ p.o. If" 
H )G '  
(11) Gluing together H and H', where the p~ + 1 points of the chain are 
glued to the Ps + 1 vertices given by f in H', by means of a pushout 
yielding G'. 
,y 
g' := Dk_l ~ G zni~ H'  f" ) G' 
r 
l 
(12) g' assigns to 1, 2,..., k -  1 the remaining specializable points in G'. 
~, ini are defined in steps (8) and (9). 
r. gt  k :~k- -  1 ;G :=G,g := 
(13) New assignation, end of one cycle in the loop, return to LOOP. 
@ 
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Remark. (i) Note that in steps (l), (3), (7), and (12) the compositions ~i  ~ spi 
and z~i ~ in~ are independent of the choice of i by definition of the cofibre product 
in 2.12. 
EXAMPLE. Example 1.1 is an application of this algorithm to the graph of Fig. 1 
for the parameters n=2,  m~-2 ,  p~, = 1, p~ = 1, and sp:D 2 -+P given by 
sp(1) = 2 and sp(2) ~ 5. 
We will now prove a proposition that the primordial graph can be embedded 
into the derived one. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let P be a primordial graph and G be the graph derived from it 
by the algorithm of 3.2. Then there are nm 2 injective graph morphisms from P to G. 
Proof. Consider the graph morphisms ~j: P -~ G, j = 1 ..... m given in step (1) 
of 3.2 and for each run of the loop the morphisms G _+i~ H' __~r G', i = 1,..., n, 
Ps @ 1 given in steps (9) and (11) of 3.2. Thus we get 
m! 1~ n PsJ + l) ~- m (n . .... ~=lX ..... nPs~) -~ m(n q-n(m--  l)) = nm2 
graph morphisms from P to the derived graph G, which are all injective because 
s'pj, ~ni, and f '  are injective, which follows from the injectivity of spa , in~, ~ o q' 
using 2.6. | 
4. GRAPH GRAMMARS 
In this section we introduce the basic notions of graph grammars which are a 
generalization of Chomsky grammars to graphs. Another, nonalgebraic, approach to 
graph grammars can be found in [6]. Because we do not use labeled graphs, and for 
this special case the theory becomes much simpler, we consider the case of unlabeled 
graphs so that we have no distinction between terminal and nonterminal graphs 
which corresponds to the situation in the theory of L-systems [4, 9]. The general 
theory of graph grammars i  presented in [2, 8]. 
While in the classical Chomsky case, productions consist of pairs of words, we 
consider not only pairs of graphs ('B, B') but also a specification of gluing edges 
and vertices of 'B and B' given by an auxiliary graph K and graph morphisms 
'p: K--+ 'B and p': K--* B'. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A graph grammar production p = ('B *---'~ K -~" B') consists 
of a pair of graphs ('B, B'), an auxiliary graph K, and a pair of graph morphisms 
'p: K--+ 'B and p': K---* B'. 
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DEFINITION 4.2. Given a production p ----- ('B --~'~' K -+~' B') and an enlargement 
e ---- (K __+a D), i.e., a graph D with graph morphism d and the same K, we get a 
direct derivation (p, e): D HK 'B --+ D I_[K B' from D I_IK 'B to D I_Ix B' (as defined 
in 2.7). Conversely, a graph H is directly derivable from a graph G, written G => (~,e) H, 
if there is a production p and an enlargement e such that G is isomorphic to D I_[K 'B 
and H is isomorphic to D Lilt B'. 
G and H are defined by Fig. 14, where (1) and (2) are pushouts. Roughly speaking, 
a direct derivation has the effect of replacing the subgraph 'B of G by B', which 
becomes a subgraph of H. 
'p p' 
'B ~ K -~,,-- B' 
p.o. d I p.o. 
tl) (2) ~- 
G '~.  -D  ~,-H ,~ ,~, 
FIGURE 14 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Given the graph G in Fig. 15, we want to replace the specified 
subgraph 'B of G by the graph B' specified as a subgraph of graph H in Fig. 16. 
We use the production p = ('B -+'~ K -+P" B') given as follows. K is the directed 
graph with vertices 1 and 2. The graph morphisms 'p, p' are defined by 'p(i) = 'i, 
~- . . . .  ~-~- l *<,i) ,, l 5 
'B  i 
6 
FIGORn 15 
FmVRE 16 
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p'(i) ~ i' (i = 1, 2). Now we choose the graph D given in Fig. 17 with the inclusion 
d: K --~ D as enlargement e = (K ___~a D). According to 2.6 and 2.7 we can construct 
G up to isomorphism as the disjoint union of 'B and G with identified vertices 
'1 = 'p(1) and 1 = d(1), '2 = 'p(2) and 2 = d(2); similarly for H. 
FIGURE 17 
DEFINITION 4.4. A graph grammar is a pair Q ~- (S, H), where S is a graph (initial 
or startgraph) and H a finite set of productions of the form p = ('B +--'' K ---~v' B'). 
DEFINITION 4.5. A graph H is directly derivable from a graph G in Q, written 
G ~o H if there is a production p ~ H and an enlargement e such that G =~(~.,) H. 
H is called derivable from G in Q, written G *~ o H, if there is a chain of direct deriva- 
tions 
G ~ G o ~ G I ~ G  2 . . . . . .  G,_ I~G,~_H.  
L(Q) :-~ {G: S *~o G, G a graph} is called graph language of Q, i.e., the set of all 
graphs derivable from the initial graph S in Q. 
In the next section we will use the algorithm of Section 3 to define productions 
of a graph grammar in order to describe an evolution of organisms from a primordial 
organism as a derivation of graphs from a given primordial graph. Rashevsky [7] 
pointed out that the graphs of organisms are of tremendous complexity such that it 
is practically impossible to apply the productions to the whole graph of the organism, 
but only to subgraphs or homomorphic images of it. The problem is how to get a 
derivation of the original graph for a given derivation of a subgraph or a homomorphic 
image. The following two theorems in the theory of graph grammars deal with the 
construction of derivations for subgraphs and homomorphic images. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let O : (S, H) be a graph grammar, (p, e): G =~ H a direct 
derivation with enlargement e:K ___~a D. Let ~: K __~a ~ be a further enlargement and 
'f: K -+ G, f '  : K -~ H two graph morphisms leading to the graphs G -~ D I~g G and 
H = D I jgHgiven by thepushouts inFig. 18. Then there is an enlargement 8: K -*  a b 
G ,t 
G~ 
~f f, 
p.o. c~ I p.o. 
FIGURE 18 
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yielding a direct derivation (p, ~): 67 => H, in terms of a diagram (see Fig. 19), provided 
that the following coherence condition is satisfied: There is a graph morphism q: 1~ --~ D 
such that 'f = '~ o q and f '  = [~' o q with '[~, iS' defined by 'p and p' in the diagram of 
Fig. 14. 
,p p, 
B K 
^ 
D 
FIGURE 19 
B' 
Remark. For our case this has the following meaning. Let d be injective. Then 
G is a subgraph of 67 and H a subgraph of H by 2.6. Thus from a derivation of the 
subgraph G of 67 to the subgraph H of H we obtain a derivation 67 ~ H using the 
same production. The coherence condition specifies that, in gluing G and H together 
with the enlargement /), the gluing points have to belong to the same subgraph 
q(K:) of D. 
Proof. We start by constructing the three pushout diagrams (1), (2), (3) as given 
in Fig. 20. Define the enlargement ~: K---~ a JO by d : - -d  o aT. From Lemma 2.10 
R 
b 
K 'P ]D--B 
d I p.o. tl) 
q '~ 
O *--G 
p.o. dl p.o. i (Z) (3) 
FIGURE 20 
we know that 67, the pushout object of (3), is also the pushout object of d and 
(because of the condition :f = '~5 o q); thus 
G ~ D Lie G = D He  (D I_[x 'B) 
by the construction of G and from Theorem 2.11 we obtain 
D He  (D I_]x 'B) ~ (D He  D) I_Ix 'B, 
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which yields, using the definition of/3, 
(7~/3  H~c 'B. 
Replacing everywhere in our argument 'p by p' and 'B by B' we obtain the same 
enlargement 2:K -~/ )  and t~ ~ ~ I_[K B', which completes the proof. | 
In [2] one can find an extension of this theorem to derivations instead of direct 
derivations. 
THEOREM 4.7. Given a direct derivation ( p, e): G => H of graphs with production 
p = ('B +-'~ K --~" B') and enlargement e = (K __~a D) and surjective graph morphisms 
'f: 'B---~'B, f ' :  B'--+ B" and f: D--~ D there is a direct derivation (~, ~): (7 => ET with 
/5 = (,/~ .__'a K__.o"/~,), ,fi = ,f o ,p, /5, = f ,  o p,, e = (K  __.a D) and d = f o d such 
that there are surjective graph morphisms fG: G --+ (7 and fH: H --* H and also vice 
versa if, given a direct derivation (if, g'): (7 =>/~, there is a derivation (p, e): G => H 
and surjective graph morphisms f~ and fn  for all factorizations '/5 = 'fo 'p, 
fi' = f '  o p' and d ~ f o d with surjective 'f, f ' ,  and f. 
Proof. Consider the diagram of Fig. 21. Because h o '15 = 'h o d and '/S and d 
, ~,~.~ 'f  . 'p 
'B ~{ 
h t p,o. (1) 
G~ , 
//C 
G ~ 
K 
d I p,o. 
D 
5 
pl {t 
(2 )  
FIGURE 21 
can be factorized through ' f  and d, respectively, we have h o f o 'p = 'h o f  o d; 
thus fG exists uniquely using the pushout properties of (1) with fG o h = fi o ~ and 
' / /o f  =fo  ~ 'h. Similarly we construct fiz- It remains to show that fG and fH are 
surjective, taking, for example, (fG)e. By 2.5 we have Ge = 'Be • De/R. For 
[x] ~ Ge we have x ~ "Be or x ~ De.  Let us consider the case x ~ Dr .  By surjectivity 
of f~ there is ay  ~ De such that fe(y)  = x. Hence we have (fG)E('he(Y)) = 'f~E ~ fE(Y) = 
'he(x) = Ix] and thus surjectivity of ( fc)e.  All other cases are simitar. | 
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5. APPLICATION TO THE EVOLUTION OF ORGANISMS 
This section presents the attempt to use the theory of graph grammars as developed 
in Section 4 and apply it to the evolution of organisms. First, productions are defined 
to obtain a special graph grammar. It is followed by an example to show what is 
meant by iterated specialization when applied to the example of Section 1. We conclude 
our paper by discussing possibilities of extending the ideas developed here. 
One aspect of the evolution of organisms i the growing complexity of their interior 
structure by increasing specialization of biological functions in different cell types, 
tissues, and organs. We will now formalize this aspect of evolution using the specializa- 
tion algorithm of Section 3 to define productions in a graph grammar, which then 
allows iterated application of the specialization algorithm. Thus the evolution of 
an organism from a given primordial organism can be described as a derivation of 
graphs from the primordial graph P in a graph grammar Q -- (P, H), taking P as 
the startgraph. 
A production p = ('B ~-'~ K - -~'  B') in our graph grammar is characterized by 
a set of parameters {n, sp, m, ps ~ ( j  = 1,..., n)} where 'B is a graph, n, sp, m, psj 
( j  = 1 ..... n) as given in 3.2. The production consists of the graph 'B and the graph 
B' derived from it by Algorithm 3.2 applied to 'B for the particular given parameters, 
K = 'By ,  'p: 'By --~ 'B is the inclusion, and p': K --~ B' is one of the nm 2 injective 
graph morphisms from 'B to B' given in 3.3 restricted to the vertices of 'B, i.e., K. 
I f  G is the graph of an organism to be further specialized in the evolutionary sequence, 
in a direct derivation G :~ H we replace the subgraph 'B of G by the graph B' derived 
from 'B by Algorithm 3.2. 
However, in this choice of production we made the assumption that K = 'By  
which, at present, is just an arbitrary and hence the most simple choice. It means 
that in constructing D Hr  'B for an enlargement e = (K __~a D) that all vertices 
of 'B are gluing vertices. Perhaps it is a more natural choice to allow as gluing points 
of 'B only the nonspecializable ones leaving the specializable vertices "free," such 
that K is determined by the specializable vertices of 'B. On the other hand, one 
could allow as gluing points of 'B exactly the specializable ones or simply select 
a more arbitrary K and 'p thus adding them to the set of parameters ofthe production. 
Clearly, it is one direction of development of this application to explore the 
consequence of particular choices of K and 'p and find biological constraints 
limiting the "freedom lof choice" for K and 'p from applications to "real" biological 
examples. 
For our examples a graph grammar Q = (P, H)  thus consists of a primordial 
graph P and a finite set of productions p as defined above. Since organisms, even 
though they may be very complex, are finite, the set of possible parameters {n, m, Ps~ 
( j  = 1 ..... n)} for a particular organism characterized by the finite graph 'B is finite. 
Consequently, for one particular 'B, we have a finite number of different productions 
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p distinguished by their parameters and hence H will remain finite if we take a finite 
number of different graphs 'B. 
For increasing complexity of 'B the number of possible parameters grows very 
rapidly, which indicates that there is a huge number of organisms which can evolve 
from 'B. In nature, not all of these possibilities are realized due to constraints by 
selection mechanisms and other factors. It would be desirable to incorporate such 
mechanisms into this evolution model. 
Because of the complexity of organisms it is desirable to consider subgraphs or 
simplified homomorphic images of their graphs for the derivations which may be 
much easier to work with. The construction of derivations for these cases is given 
in Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. 
Recall the example of Section 1. Let us consider the production p = 
('B ~_'v K--+~' B'), where 'B is equal to the graph P of Fig. 1, K is the graph D 5 
of five discrete vertices, 'p: K -+ 'B the embedding of K into 'B with 'p(i) -= i 
(i = 1 ..... 5), B' the graph G" of Fig. 4, and select p': K---~ B' to be the graph 
morphism with 
p ' ( i )= i '  for i=  1,4,3, 
p' (2)  = 2, p ' (5 )  = 5. 
The parameters of this particular production are given in 3.2. Taking D = K, 
e = (K  __~iax K)  the production p yields a direct derivation 'B =~ B' as given in 
Section 1. 
We will now construct he derivation B' => H with the same production p. The 
enlargement e = (K _+a D) must be chosen so that B' = D I_IK 'B, which we can do 
by taking D to be the graph of Fig. 4 without the edges marked by *, and d: K ~ D 
the graph morphism given by 
d( i )= i '  for i=  1,3,4, 
a(2) = 2, a(5) = 5. 
It immediately follows from the gluing construction 2.5 that B' = D ELy 'B. Thus 
H = D [IK B'. Let us see how H is constructed. Because of the definition of p 
and d, D and B' are glued together in vertices 1', 2, 3', 4', 5, where D contains no 
edges between these vertices. Thus H consists of twice the graph of Fig. 4 glued 
together in the vertices just specified, but contains only the edges marked by * in 
Fig. 4. It is clear how to visualize this graph with the aid of Fig. 4, so we do not 
give the rather complicated rawing of H. 
80 far, we have given only the ideas of how to apply the theory of graph grammars 
to evolution. Now one has to go into "real" biological examples to obtain the necessary 
adaptation of this model to the concrete case. Fortunately, the model contains enough 
variability to allow such an adaptation in making different assumptions than has 
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been done here with respect to the details of the specialization process (i.e., how 
subsidiary functions are to be hooked up to their corresponding specialized function). 
Some alternatives were already given by Rashevsky [7], with regard to the parameters 
of the algorithm (i.e., other conditions for the number of subsidiary vertices, etc.) 
and with regard to the definition of productions of the graph grammar, especially 
the choice of the auxiliary graph K. Also, the model allows us to take into account 
additional, besides the relational, structures of organisms using the notion of labeled 
graphs, because the theory of graph grammars was developed for this more general 
case in [2]. 
However, the application to evolution is not the only one (cf. [8]) and it is con- 
ceivable that in many other situations where a description and formalization of the 
generation and development of higher-dimensional structures is needed the theory 
of graph grammars could be helpful. Some of the possible areas of applications 
could be the extension of developmental models, especially L-systems, to higher 
dimensions, formalization of neuron network development, formalization of the 
development of relational structure in ecological succession, or the development 
of social structure in a society, to name only a few. 
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